










On 05/15/16 at 0700 hrs. I (Ofc Picardi #191) was sent to Chicago Logistic Service at 505

Davis Rd. for a past theft of a truck.  I arrived and met the caller who was identified as

Kenneth Santowski.

Kenneth had received a call earlier that morning form Itasca PD indicating that a truck

owned by Chicago Logistics Service was recovered while attempting to steal a trailer from a

company by the name of ATI Freight.  It was his understanding that the offender had fled and

at the time of this report was not in custody.  Kenneth responded to the Davis Rd. address and

was able to determine that a 2014 Peterbilt model 579 had been stolen the truck had an

Illinois plate of P822189.  He indicated that truck was white in color and had the name

Chicago Logistic Service printed to the side.  Kenneth provided the names of an Ofc. 

Anderson and a Sgt. Macaluso as the investigating officers for Itasca PD.  Kenneth was not

able to provide any suspect information.  The parking lot where the truck was stored is not

under video surveillance.  Kenneth suspects the offender had access to a key which allowed

him to start the truck.  He did provide an I Pass transponder history for the truck.  The history

showed that the truck passed the Elgin Plaza 9 at 1035pm and that it passed the Rt 59 Plaza

14 at 1040pm.  A copy of the transponder history will be made a part of this report.  I gave

Kenneth a copy of the report number and instructions how to make a supplementary report if

further information became available which would aid in the investigation.

At EPD I made phone contact with Sgt. Macaluso #116 at 630-773-1004.  He indicated that

Itasca PD did not have any person in custody.  However the tractor was recovered and was

currently being stored at the Itasca Public Works Dept. at 411 N. Prospect Ave.  Sgt. 

Macaluso also indicated that his agency was currently processing the truck for physical

evidence.  He provided the Itasca PD report number of IT-16002732.  Sgt. Macaluso was then

provided with the EPD report number.

Nothing further to report at this time.
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Stolen but Recovered Vehicle Boat Part 5/15/2016

2014 Peterbilt 579 VIN 1XPBD49XED193935 IL # P822189
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On 05/15/16 at 0700 hrs. I (Ofc Picardi #191) was sent to Chicago Logistic Service at 505

Davis Rd. for a past theft of a truck.  I arrived and met the caller who was identified as

Kenneth Santowski.

Kenneth had received a call earlier that morning form Itasca PD indicating that a truck

owned by Chicago Logistics Service was recovered while attempting to steal a trailer from a

company by the name of ATI Freight.  It was his understanding that the offender had fled and

at the time of this report was not in custody.  Kenneth responded to the Davis Rd. address and

was able to determine that a 2014 Peterbilt model 579 had been stolen the truck had an

Illinois plate of P822189.  He indicated that truck was white in color and had the name

Chicago Logistic Service printed to the side.  Kenneth provided the names of an Ofc. 

Anderson and a Sgt. Macaluso as the investigating officers for Itasca PD.  Kenneth was not

able to provide any suspect information.  The parking lot where the truck was stored is not

under video surveillance.  Kenneth suspects the offender had access to a key which allowed

him to start the truck.  He did provide an I Pass transponder history for the truck.  The history

showed that the truck passed the Elgin Plaza 9 at 1035pm and that it passed the Rt 59 Plaza

14 at 1040pm.  A copy of the transponder history will be made a part of this report.  I gave

Kenneth a copy of the report number and instructions how to make a supplementary report if

further information became available which would aid in the investigation.

At EPD I made phone contact with Sgt. Macaluso #116 at 630-773-1004.  He indicated that

Itasca PD did not have any person in custody.  However the tractor was recovered and was

currently being stored at the Itasca Public Works Dept. at 411 N. Prospect Ave.  Sgt. 

Macaluso also indicated that his agency was currently processing the truck for physical

evidence.  He provided the Itasca PD report number of IT-16002732.  Sgt. Macaluso was then

provided with the EPD report number.

Nothing further to report at this time.
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On Sunday 5/15/16 at approximately 1719hrs I (Ofc Barnard #346) was dispatched to 501

Davis Rd for possible ET work in reference a stolen vehicle. Upon arrival I met with Kenneth

Santowski who advised the following in summary, not verbatim. Santowski said a semi tractor

and trailer was stolen from their back lot of the business overnight and later the tractor

recovered in another jurisdiction, see the general report for further. Today while in the back lot

looking to see if he might locate the locate the lock that was cut from the trailer. He observed

two blue latex type gloves in the back lot. He scooped them into a plastic envelope and

stapled the envelope closed. Santowski then gave me the envelope containing the two gloves.

I transported the gloves to EPD and placed them into EPD
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On Sunday 5/15/16 at approximately 1719hrs I (Ofc Barnard #346) was dispatched to 501

Davis Rd for possible ET work in reference a stolen vehicle. Upon arrival I met with Kenneth

Santowski who advised the following in summary, not verbatim. Santowski said a semi tractor

and trailer was stolen from their back lot of the business overnight and later the tractor

recovered in another jurisdiction, see the general report for further. Today while in the back lot

looking to see if he might locate the locate the lock that was cut from the trailer. He observed

two blue latex type gloves in the back lot. He scooped them into a plastic envelope and

stapled the envelope closed. Santowski then gave me the envelope containing the two gloves.

I transported the gloves to EPD and placed them into EPD evidence. Nothing further at this

time.
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Det. Baumgartner was assigned the above listed case for follow up investigation.

Upon review of the case facts summary, it was noted that Kenneth Santowski reported the

theft of a semi tractor from his business listed as Chicago Logistics Service located at 505

David Rd, Elgin IL. The semi ( Power Unit) is described as a 2014 White in color Peterbilt

bearing Illinois apportioned plate P822189 with a VIN of 1XPBD49XED193935. The company

name was also printed on both doors to the vehicle. It should be noted that the above listed

vehicle was not discovered as being stolen until Ken was notified by Itasca Police Department

who had located the tractor while it was in the process of taking a trailer from the location of

ATI Freight. See the General Incident report for further details.

On 05-20-16, Det. Baumgartner contacted and spoke with Sgt. Walker of the Itasca Police

Department. Through conversation with Sgt. Walker, he stated that members of their

department were initially in pursuit of the stolen tractor after it was discovered that the semi

was attempting to steal a trailer from a location within their jurisdiction. The pursuit was

terminated and the unoccupied tractor was recovered at an unknown location in Schaumburg

IL. Prior to terminating the pursuit, the unidentified driver threw a bag of keys from the window

and onto the pavement which were recovered and will be sent to the ISP Crime Lab in

addition to other items located within the cab which included a pair of gloves. Det. 

Baumgartner requested any and all reports that would be filed reference the incident and Sgt. 

Walker stated that their is a total of six reports that would be forwarded once they were signed

off on. There is no suspect information as of this report. Det. Baumgartner thanked Sgt. 

Walker for the assistance and the conversation was concluded. Cross reference Itasca Police

report number IT-16002732.

Det. Baumgartner contacted and spoke with Ken Santowski reference the investigation. Ken

stated that their business does not have any surveillance camera's on the property and was

unable to provide any further suspect information. Ken did
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Det. Baumgartner was assigned the above listed case for follow up investigation.

Upon review of the case facts summary, it was noted that Kenneth Santowski reported the

theft of a semi tractor from his business listed as Chicago Logistics Service located at 505

David Rd, Elgin IL. The semi ( Power Unit) is described as a 2014 White in color Peterbilt

bearing Illinois apportioned plate P822189 with a VIN of 1XPBD49XED193935. The company

name was also printed on both doors to the vehicle. It should be noted that the above listed

vehicle was not discovered as being stolen until Ken was notified by Itasca Police Department

who had located the tractor while it was in the process of taking a trailer from the location of

ATI Freight. See the General Incident report for further details.

On 05-20-16, Det. Baumgartner contacted and spoke with Sgt. Walker of the Itasca Police

Department. Through conversation with Sgt. Walker, he stated that members of their

department were initially in pursuit of the stolen tractor after it was discovered that the semi

was attempting to steal a trailer from a location within their jurisdiction. The pursuit was

terminated and the unoccupied tractor was recovered at an unknown location in Schaumburg

IL. Prior to terminating the pursuit, the unidentified driver threw a bag of keys from the window

and onto the pavement which were recovered and will be sent to the ISP Crime Lab in

addition to other items located within the cab which included a pair of gloves. Det. 

Baumgartner requested any and all reports that would be filed reference the incident and Sgt. 

Walker stated that their is a total of six reports that would be forwarded once they were signed

off on. There is no suspect information as of this report. Det. Baumgartner thanked Sgt. 

Walker for the assistance and the conversation was concluded. Cross reference Itasca Police

report number IT-16002732.

Det. Baumgartner contacted and spoke with Ken Santowski reference the investigation. Ken

stated that their business does not have any surveillance camera's on the property and was

unable to provide any further suspect information. Ken did stated that upon checking the area

where the semi trailers were kept, a pair of discarded blue latex gloves were recovered and

subsequently turned over to Ofc. Barnard # 346, who then entered the gloves into EPD

Evidence. See supplement from Ofc. Barnard for additional details. Ken was asked if any of

the mechanics wore those style of gloves at which time Ken stated that his mechanics do wear

a similar type of glove, however, the pair which was recovered was not consistent with the

type they wear. Det. Baumgartner informed Ken that the gloves would be sent to the ISP

Crime Lab for analysis and that it could take up to approximately eight months before the lab

report would be complete and that it was possible that no suspect might be identified. Ken was

then asked if there was any damage to the tractor where he stated that the semi did not have

any damage at all. Ken further stated that his driver had left his wallet containing

miscellaneous identification along with an unknown amount of currency inside of the cab

which was left untouched. Ken also stated that their company is currently looking into

obtaining a video surveillance system for the property at which time the conversation was
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concluded.

The latex gloves which were recovered by Ken Santowski and turned over to Ofc. Barnard # 

346 will be sent to the ISP Crime Lab for processing.

Based on the above listed information, this case will remain inactive pending additional

investigative leads in addition to the ISP lab report.

No further action taken.
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